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The Dearest Home of All
For 'tis home where the heart is
In dwelling great or small—
And there's many a splendid palace
That is never a home at all.
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For 'tis love where the heart is
In dwelling great or small—
And a cottage lit by love-light
Is the dearest home of all.
—Anonymous
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Our National
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VISITOR

Health

Bishop Charlie Byers
A sermon preached over station W.C.
H.A., Chambersburg, Pa., Sunday, October
12, 1947.
ou will find our scripture reading for
the morning lesson in Deut. 28, verses
8 to 13. Now find the place and follow
after while I read. "The Lord shall command the blessing upon thee in thy storehouses, and in all that thou settest thine
hand unto: and he shall bless thee in the
land which the Lord thy God giveth thee.
The Lord shall establish thee an holy people unto himself, as he hath sworn unto
thee, if thou shalt keep the commandments
of the Lord thy God, and walk in his ways.
And all people of the earth shall see that
thou art called by the name of the Lord:
and they shall'be afraid of thee. And the
Lord shall make thee plenteous in goods,
in the fruit of thy body, and in the land
which the Lord sware unto thy fathers to
give thee. The Lord shall open unto thee
his good treasure, the heaven to give rain
unto thy land in his season, and bless all
the work of thine hand: and thou shalt
lend unto many nations, and thou slialt not
borrow. And the Lord shall make thee the
head, and not the tail: and thou shalt be
above only, and thou shalt not be beneath:
if that thou hearken unto the commandments of the Lord thy God, which I command thee this day, to observe and to do
them."

Y

You will find the words for the basis of
our remarks on "Our National Health" in
this thirteenth verse of this 28th chapter
of Deut. "And the Lord shall make thee
the head, and not the tail: and thou shalt
be above only, and thou shalt not be be^
neath."
I would like to associate with this verse,
one found over in Isaiah 55. In the 3rd
verse of this chapter the old prophet says
"Incline your ear, and come unto me, hear
and your soul shall live." And then he
comes out with these words in the 5th verse
"and nations that know not thee shall run
unto thee because of the Lord thy God, and
for the Holy One of Israel, for he hath
glorified thee." We are taking these two
verses together to talk on, "Our National
Health."
People who live under the Stars and
Stripes are blest like no other people in
the world. Our living standards are higher
than those of any other people, and the opportunity to earn a living, is easier, than
any where else. We have a form of government that is tolerant to all religions and
faiths, respecting majorities and minorities
alike. We are blessed with orphanages,
hospitals, old folks homes, and a marvelous school system. And consider further
that we wear the best clothes, eat the best

food, enjoy more modern conveniences, and
live in the best homes in a land of plenty
—all of these blessings and many more
have made our nation so that it has become
and is a coveted privilege to be one of
her citizens. Now let us consider what has
made her so great, that strange nations have
sought her friendship and run unto her?
Is it because of our national resources, our
rolling prairies, our wooded forests, our
mineral deposits, our noble statesmen, our
enterprising citizens, etc? No, as much as
any or all of these are to be appreciated,
yet these are not the things primarily that
make a nation great. Most certainly these
great blessings have come to us because of
our fathers and forefathers who loved God
and peace and came to these shores to
find it, in the "Landing of the Pilgrims."
The poet has said,"
"There were men with hoary hair
Amidst that pilgrim band;
Why had they come to wither there,
Away from their childhood's land?
They have left unstained what there they
found
Freedom to Worship God."
And remember that God's people are the
salt of the earth, and therefore, the preserving quality of any nation. Nations do
not lose the victory first on the fields of
battle, it is on the horhe front, where national decay begins. Spiritual decline and
indifference always spell disaster for any
nation for it is at the behest of the Almighty that empires rise and fall. "Righteousness exalteth a nation but sin is a reproach to any people."
The splendor and glory of Solomon's
kingdom attracted the attention of all the
kings and queens of the world, and the
Queen of the South came to see and to hear,
and so fascinated and spell bound was she,
by his granduer, that when she beheld it
there was no more spirit left within her,
and she cried, "the half was not told me."
Yet for all of this Solomon's heart went
after strange Women and strange God's and
by the end of his reign the tottering Kingdom of Israel fell apart and was divided.
Likewise the Chaldean kingdom under Nebuchadnezzer and Belshazzar was broken
to pieces when the proud hearts of the rulers no longer feared nor honoured the
God of heaven. Rome, with its might and
power came to national disgrace because
of her luxuries and sins. France is another
example of inward decay. If this is true
about all the great nations that have ever
existed, then can we afford to trifle with
our national health and safety, by disobeying God, spreading atheism, and infidelity,
leaving God out of the public schools and
text books, and poisoning the minds of the

rising generation with all the filth and
froth of the obscene pictures and sordid
stories of the movie and pulp magazines?
Can we break down our family altars, forsake the house of God, and wreck our
homes with immorality and divorce and
expect to continue to be great with God's
blessing and smile upon us? I tell you
no, friend, no! For "except ye repent ye
shall likewise perish" applies right here.
Cursed is the man that trusteth in the arm
of flesh, and our national safety lies not
in the discovery of atomic energy, or robolostic pilots, or supersonic planes, or
deep sea submarines or military conscription. Our only hope, in the midst of the
antagonistic influences and nations about
us is to do as Ninevah of old when Jonah
came into the city and cried "yet forty
days and Ninevah shall be overthrown".
They hearkened to his cry and from the
king that sat on the throne to the maid
that ground at the mill a fast was proclaimed and no drink or food was allowed
for man or beast; sackcloth and ashes were
the order of the day and God heard and
repented him of the evil and spared that
city. Even in the case of old wicked Ahab,
one of the most despotic and diabolic kings
of Israel, when he repented, God said "I
will not bring all this evil in his day."
Most certainly God is still on the throne
and whom he will he raises up and whom
he will he-puts down. What do you say?
Let us repent and turn to God, and the God
that delivered king Hezikiah from Sennacherib, that haughty Assyrian captain, will
be on our side today.
Our nation seems to be in a precarious
position, with subversive and communistic
forces doing their very best to undermine
her, our most trusted agencies seem to be
failing to bring about the desired peace,
even the United Nations conference seems
to be powerless to cope with the world situation. The trend of things reminds one
of the League of Nations which met in Geneva November, 1920, adopted the twentysix articles of peace and outlawed war.
Signed by forty-six nations, they expended
an annual budget of $5,650,000, and in the
final analysis dismissed their secretaries,
closed their doors, and stood aghast to see
the world plunge into one of the most terrible and far reaching conflicts of the ages.
Let us turn to the Lord and remember
He has said "I will make you the head and
not the tail, thou shalt be above only and
thou shalt not be beneath, and nations
that know not thee shall run unto thee because of the Lord thy God and because of
the Holy one of Israel, for he hath Glorified thee.
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Editorial
"Warnings"
The terrific hurricane that swept northward from the equator
the week of September 20, crossed over Florida and the Gulf of
Mexico and then hit the mainland of the United States. Property
damage ran very high. New Orleans alone estimated its damage
around $3,000,000. Add to this, property damage in Florida, the
loss in citrus fruits, sugar cane, etc. and the figure is something
to conjure with.
One thing was remarkable amid this furious twist of nature—
the low loss of human life. This compared to 375 persons killed
in 1926 and an estimated 1500 in 1928 gives us a sense of appreciation for warning systems. The eyes of science kept careful
watch of the course the storm was following; the voice of the
radio issued warnings of impending danger and gave instructions accordingly. The simple fact that people took warning
and fled for refuge was the answer to the low mortality rate.
One thing is clear—science stands helpless so far as altering
the course of any storm is concerned. It has been unsuccessful
to have a hurricane spend its fury prematurely. The moral is
easily observed—nothing can be done to alter the course of impending doom. The answer must be "escape for thy life."
If mankind was as alert to call amid spiritual danger what a
change would be made by a frivolous, pleasure-seeking, churchforsaking, Christ-rejecting, God-dishonoring society of our day!
Numerous warnings bells are ringing, red lights are flashing but
sounds fall on deaf ears and lights seem unable to penetrate the
blindness.
An antediluvian world would not listen to preaching of righteousness and was drowned in the'waters of Divine judgment. Two
ancient cities lived licentiously, practiced immorality and became
so corrupt by persistence in such a course that Holy fire kindled
in He.aven consumed them. Jesus emphasized over and again
that repetition of these conditions would culminate in the end
time. The horizon is lowering, the clouds of darkness are gathering, the rumblings are beginning to be heard. The man of God
calls—"sinner escape for thy life lest the storm of Divine wrath
overtake you. Backslidden Christian, wake up and flee to the
mercy seat for a renewed covenant, lest you be found among the
branches that shall be consigned to the Eternal burnings. Saint,
lift up your eyes—you will be caught away before the fury of the
storm breaks."
To hear, heed and act accordingly, will be the difference between being saved or lost, between condemning words at the
judgment or welcome words by the Saviour and finally whether
our future abode will be Heaven or Hell.—/. N. H.

Feasting Without

Satisfaction

The age through which we are passing is an age of plenty and
yet one of extreme want. It seems as if there is that which maketh
rich but prosperity without piety is bound to lead to licentiousness and emptiness. The writer of the Proverbs states: "Wealth
gotten by vanity shall be diminished; but he that gathereth by
labour shall increase."
People who make themselves rich through illegitimate methods
reminds us of the words of the fool who laid up treasure for
himself but was not rich toward God. They may live in luxury
and feasting in this life but all they have does not satisfy. The
only thing which satisfies is the supplying of the needs of the
soul in this life and for eternity.
There is that in life which has been described as parsimony. It
can be called excessive frugality. Some folk seem to delight
themselves in their niggardliness or in being stingy. Like a man
whom I knew who one time said words something as follows: "I
do not care how hungry you are, I am not going to sell one bushel
of my five thousand bushel crop of potatoes until I get two dollars per bushel for them." And he didn't. He became wealthy,
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lived good and let the other people pass by. But God took care
of the situation and the depression of 1,929-1933 took care of the
balances. And it should not be forgotten under present day conditions of the soaring of food prices, the high cost of living in
general, the excessive real estate rises, the high costs of rents,
etc. that while this may be a day of feasting for many the same
is not making the Church more devoted to God and the cause of
righteousness but apostasy is found everywhere. Are the Nations
satisfied? Is the program of the Church giving satisfaction?
Yea the period through which we are passing is a period of
hustle and bustle. People are pleasure mad, families are divided.
Even among our own group we hear some say that there is no
time for family devotion, the working program doesn't warrant
it. The more we get the more we want. And the sad part about
the whole situation is that it does not satisfy. Paul had the thing
which satisfied when hg said: "As poor, yet making many rich;
as having nothing yet possessing all things." May God restore
unto us old time filial love, piety and devotion which maketh
rich and addeth no sorrow thereto.—/. A. C.

The Role of

a

Servant

Jesus' whole conception of life could be summarized in the
words, "The Son of Man came not to be ministered unto, but to
minister," and in similar words, "I am among you as one that
serveth." Our Master's philosophy of life was to spend Himself
and be spent in service to others.
I believe there are at least three reasons why Jesus took the
role of a servant. First, it best represents what God is like, what
God wants to do for us, and what He wants us to do. Again, I
believe Jesus felt by this form He could render the most help
to mankind. Finally, He served because this philosophy of life
made His influence the most contagious for good.
The mighty Apostle Paul was deeply impressed with the willingness of Jesus to serve. For from this Apostle came one of the
most profound passages concerning Jesus' life and ministry.
(Phil. 2:5-11)
The words found in Prov. 29:18 are full of meaning and application for today: "Where there is no revelation the people
cast off restraints." In these brief lines we see the social and
spiritual tragedy of living without God and a vision of Christian
service.
I verily believe there would be much less unkind criticism,
jealousy, envy, and worldiness in the church if every professing
Christian would be busy serving the Lord and witnessing for
Him. Possibly in some cases, we as Christian leaders have not
sufficiently harnessed the laity and shared the responsibility of
the work of the Lord with others. Along with the call of salvation comes the call to serve in some form or other.
Think of the urgent appeal for workers on the Foreign and
Home Mission fields, the cry of bleeding and hungry humanity
in the war torn areas, the call for Christian teachers in our church
colleges. Then, too, there are the many little deeds one can do
in the community, such as, ministering beside the sick bed of a
loved one or neighbor, cooking or helping with the chores in the
home of a neighbor who is ill, assuming unpleasant duties in a
hospital, caring for an elderly person who can no longer care
for himself, writing letters of comfort and cheer to those who
are in need.
If we study the life of Jesus we will find that He gave a liberal
portion of His time and energies to unpleasant duties and routine
service. Can we not conclude from this that, if we would possess
the mind and spirit of the Master, the one-talent man along with
the ten-talent person must be willing to serve in the menial services of life, as well as in the duties that have more color and
attractiveness.
What a priceless privilege just to be a humble servant of the
King of kings! What an opportune time in the world's history
for God's people to arise and shine and serve! "I am among you
as one that serveth."—/. F. L.
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Our Dear One
A. Rozella

Herr

Editor's Note: For lack of space we do not
regularly print "Memorial" poetry. We
make exception in this case to honor the
memory of Bish. 0 . B. Ulery who was
called home more than two years ago.—
J. N. H.
The Heavenly Messenger, holy and fair,
came into our home yesterday—
"Your labors are ended and vict'ry is won,
and you may now come home for aye."
"No, no, Holy Angel, the sheaves are out
there, and lambs from the fold—they
do stray;
The sun it is setting, but still in the sky,
Dear Lord, it is surely yet day."
"Yes, yes, son, the sheaves and the lambs
it is true, are wasting and leaving the

fold;
The heavens are dark with the clouds of
the storm, and these are yet out in
the cold;
You've loved them, you've helped them,
you've lifted and toiled; on your
heart the burden has rolled,
The truth you have fought for, nor wasted
a day; for fame, you have not yourself sold."
"But child, though the day is not spent in
your life, the sun has not quitted the
sky,
You've worked hard, you've worked well,
you've finished your task; come home
now with never a sigh.
You're mine by adoption,
though
lost
through the fall; my blood has thus
brought you so nigh.
Come now, I have bought you with my
flowing blood; come, reign with me
ever on high."
"Oh yes, Holy Father, let Thy will be done;
I'll lay down my cross with a smile;
Though tired and footsore and though
longing for rest, I wanted to fight one
more mile;
The battle is fierce and you died thus for
me, I hoped I could suffer a while;
But I will shout victory over the grave—
Thank God, I have had my last trial."
My God! Has he left us?—this warrior of
faith, this father and teacher of men!
We need him, we want him, Oh how could
this be? Our ranks are so few against
sin.
Please help us, dear Father, bereft though
we be, the final great vict'ry to win,
And help us, dear Savior, since this be Thy
will, no will of our own enter in.
"I'll help you, dear children, the battle is
mine. The armor, in truth buckle on.
I'll lead you, I'll guide you, I'll lift up
your head; the strife it shall not last
too long.
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Echoes from Camp Meeting
The Church's Secret of Power
Albert

Engle

people believe in full salvation but
SOME
are not on the main line. We try to

solve our problems without contacting the
power of the Holy Spirit.
"Ye shall receive power after that the
Holy Ghost shall come upon you." The
Holy Ghost makes it almost impossible
for sin to corrode the soul. Fire is a type
of the Holy Ghost and has a warming effect on the heart. If we would go into
action and obey God, we would have the
fire and power in our lives.
The Holy Spirit is oil. Lack of oil is
hard on machinery. It causes squeaky,
balky, slow machinery. The Holy Spirit
delivers us from the old man. The Holy
Ghost gives us a greater measure of joy.
Work becomes a pleasant task. We can
do much more if we do it joyfully.
The Holy Ghost gives us perfect love.
Love must be the most potent force of
Christianity. The Holy Spirit is a little
powerhouse within the human heart which
corresponds to the great powerhouse of
heaven. He is the activation of divine
personality. If you are connected to the
powerhouse of heaven, you are faultlessly
equipped and ready to go.
Why do we want power? We don't
need much for noise and steam. The best
example of power is that power which pulls
the load. We need power for enduring
temptation, persecution, or just monotonous
routine. Christians need power for resisting some things which it is not necessary that they endure. They - also need
power to wait.
How can we receive power? There must
be a crucifixion of self, consecration of
self, and then faith; and the Holy Spirit in
power will enter into our hearts.

Holiness and Human
Imperfections
Albert

Engle

There are two extremes in the teaching
of holiness—teaching super-scriptural holiness may be as harmful as lack of holiness teaching. If wisdom is not used,
Christians may either become disheartened
You're weak and you're faint and you're
helpless, I see, but that is when I make
you strong.
I'll bless you, I'll shield you and help you
to win, and end up your day with a
song.

and give up trying to be holy, or they may
become critical.
Paul said, "We then that are strong
ought to bear the infirmities of the weak."
Holiness people may have certain limitations but these weaknesses are human and
not carnal. Holiness is complete deliverance from sin. The essential nature of sin
is rebellion against God. This can be
taken out.
.There are certain imperfections which
result from human weakness.
1. A sanctified believer may err in judgement. The early Christians did this.
2. Sanctified people may be prejudiced.
They may honestly come to a conclusion
without all the facts. Peter was prejudiced and thought that the Gentiles must come
to God through the law. God lowered a
Sheet to reveal truth to him.
3. Sanctified people have varying degrees
of comprehension. Sin in our past life
sometimes leaves permanent marks which
affect our comprehension.
4. Sanctified people may have varying degrees of faith.
5. Sanctified people have varying degrees
of executive ability. The greater our gift,
the more important it is that we keep sanctified.
6. Sanctified people differ in temperament.
Sanctification does not put us on the same
pattern of personality. Patience grows and
develops. We must be sincere before God,
and help to bear the burdens that sin has
caused other people to have.
7. Sanctified people are conscientous to
different degrees.

Two Photos
Bishop R. I. Witter and
Elder Elwood Hershey
Photo of the Old Man
The old man is as old as Adam but he
still exists and has children. He is the
" I " , the self-life. (He is not the devil.)
As long as self is in our hearts, there is
something present to respond to the devil.
The old man is the "law of sin".
The Bible tells us that the old man is
corrupt. It is impossible to give a bright
picture of him. In Mark 7:21-23 and Gal.
5:19-21 we read of some of his works.
He will never leave us of his own accord.
Carnality began when man fell and we
must ask for deliverance—God will never
force holiness upon man but He says
"Cleanse yourself."
What are indications of the old m a n ?
The awful god of fashion is here because
of pride. Achievements and possessions
may cause pride. Anger is a common picture of the old man. The old man, likes
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Consecration
Luke

T

HE theme of consecration is a very inspiring one to the sincere believer in
the Lord Jesus Christ. Its scope is so farreaching that no part of the Christian's
life is unaffected. Its effect is so manifest that God bestows special blessing on
the individual involved, and the observing
world is constrained to acknowledge an unusualness of walk and works. It is thought
by most persons that this revelation of
God's word is confined largely to the Holy
Ghost dispensation, and as such finds the
revelation in the Bible in New Testament
writings. But for our meditations we
would like to use the fifteenth chapter of
Genesis.
Abram's experience here is very applicable to a clear teaching of the experience
of entire consecration for the believer in
the church of Jesus Christ. The Scriptures
set forth the truth that this work of God's
grace is additional to the confession of our
sins—being released from the condemnation resting upon us because of our transgression. Mat. 11:28-29 shows us that in
coming to God with our wearying sin-load,
He gives us rest (justification), and that
in taking His yoke upon us (consecration)
we find (experience) another work of God
for us'- (sanctification) which grants us
entrance into a depth of His love and holiness previously unknown. For detailed
study of this truth, we dare not stop here
to search further, since our purpose is to
reveal the procedure of Consecration as an
act on our part to receive the witness of
being wholly given to God.
The basic elements of the experience of
consecration are presentation and yieldedness. "I beseech you therefore, brethren,
. . . . that ye present" Rom. 12:1, and also,
"your bodies a living sacrifice" as an act
of surrender and presentation on our part.

Keefer
This works for the brethren (believers)
an entrance into the perfect and entire will
of God as declared in I Thes. 5:3, or I
Thes. 5:23. Without going through this
work of grace, and this work of grace "going through you," the "brethren" have surely not embraced all that God provides and
desires for our present equipment for living in the center of God's will. You are
not yet "perfect and entire, wanting nothing" as Paul also declares in verses 10 and
13 of I Thes. 3 when he uses the words
"lacking in your faith" and "To the end
he may establish your hearts unblameable
in holiness".
A study of Genesis concerning Abram
will reveal that Abram believed in God,
and maintained a covenant relationship
with God, but in chapter 15 a new experience, an additional one, awaited him. This
experience was an out-growth of a former
contact with his Lord. It was a natural
consequence of the fact that Abram surely
wanted to be in the full will of God, and
when face to face with this revelation of
God to him, he simply obeyed. So, consecration is the inevitable result of feeling
our indebtedness to God for the forgiveness
of our sins, and a consuming desire to be
found dead to self and alive to God. But
before we give ourselves to attaining to
this standing with a holy God, we need to
see our privilege, as well as our need.
This will not be possible except we receive
encouragement and confidence from God
himself.
Notice how God dealt with
Abram. In verse 1 he says "Fear not".
In verse 7 He declares "I brought thee
out." God refers to former experience to
inspire an act of approach on Abram's
part. So the forgiveness of sins in our
life creates sufficient love for God to cause
our approach to Him without fear and un-

witchcraft, old wives' fables, superstitions,
hatred, unforgiveness, strife, envy, murder,
drunkenness, uncleanness, deceitfulness,
hypocrisy.
The old man cannot be suppressed but
must be annihilated, crucified. Read Romans 6:6.

He will be longsuffering. People sometimes annoy but we should suffer long.
Do we bear our suffering so well that it
turns into a testimony?

Photo of the New Man
The new man is to be renewed after the
image of God. He will put on as the elect
of God, bowels of mercy.
He will have sympathy and kindness. He
will be kind today, kind tomorrow, the
kindest person on earth. Humbleness of
mind in all phases makes a wonderful spirit.
He will be meek, ready to help the discouraged, be willing to direct. All will
be drawn to a meek person.

He will be forgiving, and if he has erred,
he will be the first to ask for forgiveness.

• , : -'

He will be forebearing. Forbearance not
only "considers the source", but trys to
help the source.

Put on Charity. How much love do we
really have? We grow in it. We aren't
loved because we aren't loveable. If we
express ourselves in love and devotion, God
must reward us likewise.
We will speak the truth, labor, be tenderhearted, be filled with the Spirit and
put on the whole armor of God when we
have put on the new man.
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belief which would prevent our sanctification.
Let us not think, however, that there
are no requisites for us to comply with in
coming to God in entire consecration. In
verse 9 the recipe is given: a heifer three
years old, a she goat three years old, a
ram three years old, a turtledove, and a
young pigeon. These were to be divided
into pieces with the exception of the birds.
Now notice. The first two of the animals
were females and the third a male. The
first three sacrifices were divided into
pieces but the last two were not. Can this
difference and irregularity be explained?
No? So likewise in presenting and yielding
to God in an act of consecration we are
not able to dispute what He requires us to
give up or sacrifice. If He requires us to
give up our kin, our wife, our children,
our house and farms, the land of our nativity, or even our very life, this, and nothing less, will bring God's anointing. In
fact, God says if we don't give up these
things on the altar of sacrifice, we cannot
claim to be consecrated nor sanctified.
Each person is required to meet God's revelation in putting things on the altar even
if they do not conform regularly to what
He required for someone else. That is
God's business whether or not we can understand or explain it. The blessing of
entire consecration lies in asking Him what
He wants, not in telling Him what we will
give.
In respect to the dividing and not dividing of the sacrifices, we can plainly see
that there are some future events and plans
for our life that we are shown when we
give up to God, while there are also some
things we never even imagine will be required of us. This does not prevent our
consecrating. If we present and yield to
God, truly and desperately so, we cease
from debating the if's and and's of any
future revelation of God for our lives.
Our yes is as continuing as our life. This
is called "dying out to God." This is the
crucifixion of self—the death to carnality.
Praise God! Hallelujah!
It is at this point that the devil will endeavor with all his cunning to deter your
desire to give up to God. He sends the
"fowls of the air," of which he is captain,
to prevent your going through with God.
He magnifies the impossibilities and the
needlessnesses. He exaggerates the value of
the sacrifices and minimizes the gains accrued. He glories the earthly and makes
ridiculous the "sure hope of glory". In
fact, he would take the sacrifices right off
the altar if you didn't stay by your purpose. Isn't that what the fowls were about
to do to Abram ? Hear my entreaty! S t a y '
by the altar and let nothing be removed!
At this point many people are too hasty.
They think that the satisfaction of knowing
we think we know our all is given in sac-
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rifice, even ourselves, is the witness of God
It is not!
Tarrying until God witnesses is definitely
in order at this point. The disciples were
asked to tarry until they received the Holy
Ghost. Acts 1:4. Abram ' went through
thehorrible darkness of death (to self) and
in the condition of the sun having gone
down, there was a witness of a burning
lamp passing through the midst of the sacrifice. Glory! God said he would baptize
with the Holy Ghost and with fire (Acts
1:5). The witness to our consecration to
God and our death to self is the baptism
of the Holy Ghost. The fire will take care
of the root of sin and carnality. The old
man is crucified. Does this effect a difference of life?
The language to Abram was, "know of
a surety" "thou shalt go to thy fathers"
and "unto thy seed have I given this land."
Oh the lively hope, the result of heart pur• ity! Oh the freedom in an experience of
holiness! Oh the luxury of the hidden
manna! Oh the deliverance from the defeat of halfhearted living! Oh the victory
in conflict and trials! Oh the strength in
service! Oh the rapture with the church
without spot or wrinkle! Oh the inheritance with those that are sanctified! Oh
to see Jesus in holiness because he makes
us holy! Not to have our feet taken off
the earth now, but when He comes for us!
GloryP Glory! GLORY!

A Cure for Discouragement
The New Testament offers a sure remedy
for our moods of pessimism and discouragement. It is to enter deliberately upon a
period of thanksgiving to God. This note
is especially prominent in the writings of
Paul. He had many reasons to be discouraged, and there were numerous occasions when we would have excused him
for an hour of despondency or a note of
pessimism. Instead we hear him, even in a
prison cell, "giving thanks always for all
things" and exhorting those to whom he
wrote to do likewise. There are times perhaps when we feel there is little for which
to be thankful; when our cherished plans
have failed or severe losses have come to
u s ; when the next step seems to be a step
into darkness or disaster. These are the
very times when we most need the spirit
of thanksgiving. And we can have it. Let
us begin to look for reasons why we should
give thanks. Always there are such reasons, even if we have allowed them to become obscured ' from sight by less happy
Circumstances. Once we have begun to
enumerate them, it will amaze us how
others we had forgotten will come to mind.
And in our new spirit of thanksgiving we
shall find the things which had depressed
us growing less and less important until at
last they are dispelled entirely by the re-
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Why?
H. W':'. Buckwalter

N

ATURALLY you are wondering what this
is all about. Just read on and you
will soon see. Why is there a Brethren in
Christ Church? Do we have a work to do
in this world, or do we just exist, like some
individuals? With sin and iniquity rampant today, these questions are childish.
It is really not a question of why, but of
how long, can we exist if we do not shake
ourselves and meet the challenge of the
modern Goliath. Rather the question, Why
are we not making more progress? Here
in the bay area business firms are not content with investing puny thousands; they
are investing millions in single expansion
projects. They are looking forward to
doubling and multiplying their output.
Their walls are bulging now with increased
business. They must expand.
The church of Jesus Christ must wake
up. This is no time to sleep. We must meet
the challenge or be swept under. And the
tide is rising at a breath-taking rate. We
must oil up our organizational machinery
and get it functioning more efficiently. Perhaps some revamping or remodelling would
help solve the problem. Some of our customs are worn out. We must replace
these with new plans and new methods to
meet the new conditions. Down to the
last man and woman we need to hear the
bugle call, "Up, for this is the day in which
the Lord hath delivered Si (n) sera into
thine hand: is not the Lord gone out before t h e e ? " And don't let this job all to
the present Deborahs, but, "Be strong, and
quit yourselves like men, . . . . quit yourselves like men and fight." It is either
fight the good fight of faith or perish; and
this no passive resistance, but an active,
aggressive, offensive, intensive, warfare
against the rising tides of wickedness, and
for the rescuing of souls caught in the
whirlpool of sin and iniquity.
As a church we should launch out on
some daring projects. Not projects for
adventure, but daring because of vision
and the heart-breaking call of a needy sincrushed world. We dare no longer spend
whole nights talking around a little subject of investing a hundred dollars in a
little project that we know is right and
urgently needed. Our faith must be daring, because God is throwing a great challenge before our faces, "Is anything too
hard for m e ? " We need to remember the
words of Jesus when He was confronted
with the unbelief and indolence of His disciples. "The things which are impossible
with men are possible with God." When
we know the need, and we know the respon-

newed consciousness of the many blessings
that still are ours.—Christian Observer.

sibility is ours to meet that need, let us
step right out on the promises of God. God
has always honored a bold step of faith.
We need a little of the daring faith of
Joshua when he commanded the sun and
moon to stand still in order to complete
his conquest for God. Or like Elisha when
he cast a handful of meal in the poison pot.
We should put on a more intensive program of evangelism, Bible Conferences,
Camp Meetings, Missionary Conventions,
Young People's Conferences, S u n d a y
School Conventions, Holiness Rallies, or
you name it. These should be pushed, not
only within our own narrow borders, but
rent halls or places in other communities;
and don't be backward or apologetic about
it either. Our business is not so much to
convince the world of our own peculiar
church doctrines as to fish for men and
gather out a people for His name.
But you say, this takes money, Yes, so
what? It takes money to buy a farm, a
house, an automobile, a hat, a pair of
shoes. That is not the question. We get
what we want, and we pay for it with hard
earned money too. It is not the money.
It is a question of interest. Where our
interests and desires are there goes our
money. When we put the spreading of the
Gospel first; when we apperciate the saving
grace of God in our own lives as we
should; when we see the struggling perishing multitudes about u s ; when we see
the appaling tides of sin and iniquity
around us on every hand; when we wake
up to God's clarion call to us, to every one
who names the name of Christ, that we are
sent to be lights in the world; when we lift
up our eyes on the field and see the great
big world ripe unto the harvest; and when
we bear in mind that we are sent to gather
out a people for His name, then we will no
longer be complaining about the cost, but
we will be figuring out ways and means
to pour more money into the greatest of
all programs—fishing for the souls of men.
WHY do so many of our home missions
show a deficit on their financial reports?
Just take a look at the financial reports;
they are published in the Visitor for your
inspection. Now if one thousand brethren
would slip a dollar bill into an envelope
and send it to their nearest mission that
shows a deficit and tell them that here is
a little prayer to help you out of the red,
it would relieve a critical situation and be
a credit to the work of the Lord. This is
so small that it would not affect our regular giving and would be plenty and money
to spare for our Home Missions. Why
should the work of the Lord go begging?
Let's get back of every one with our prayers.—Life Line Gospel Mission.

J
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UGUST fifteenth of this year ushered in
a new India, when four hundred million people achieved freedom and independence in a very unique fashion. The voluntary withdrawal of Britian from India,
and India's becoming independent without
recourse to violence is indeed a unique
thing to happen.
No doubt many Christian and missionary
minded people at home as well as in India
are wondering and are somewhat apprehensious concerning missionary work in
an Independent India. They would like
to know if missionaries can remain and if
so, will they be allowed to carry on without
restriction.
It is true that some missionaries are very
pessimistic, and the only message they
have for their Indian Christian brethren is
concerning the dark days just ahead when
they will have no religious freedom, when
they will have to renounce their Christian
faith or undergo terrible persecution. These
missionaries also see little use in new missionaries coming to India or for missions
to have any long range plan for the extension of their work in India. They think
we will not be allowed to preach and
spread the gospel after the British leave
India.

A

I am quite sure it would be better for
such missionaries to get out of India. I
do not believe they can even be much help
spiritually to the Indian Christians, not to
speak of the harm they do to the. nonChristians. I personally believe the greatest hour of opportunity for Christian missionaries in India lies just ahead, and according to recent information over 9 0 % of
the missionaries now in India are looking
ahead with optimism.
I am pleased to quote the following statements by the Constituent Assemblies of
both Pakistan and the Dominion of India.
"The Constituent Assembly of the Indian
Union, recognizes the right of equality and
liberty in the case of all citizens. The
State shall not discriminate against any
citizen on grounds of religion, race, caste,
or sex is the guarantee provided in the
Constitution of the Indian Union."
Mr. M. A. Jinnah who is also President
of the Pakistan Constituent Assembly has
emphasized this fact in his first Presidential
•address in the following words. "We are
starting the State with the fundamental
principle that we are all equal citizens of
the State."
A certain missionary in India recently
had an interview with a number of the
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This was clear and straightforward from
the man who has to do with the question
of who shall or shall not come into India,
for he is the Home Member.
Then Mr. C. Rajagopalachariar was approached with the same question and his
Steckley
reply was, "While I agree that you have
leading men at the Center. His question the right of conversion I would suggest
was "what could Christians and mission- that in this crisis when religion is dividing
aries do in this independent I n d i a ? " They us, it would be a better part of your stratreplied "you must get rid of the suspicion egy to dim conversions and serve the peothat is upon you, that you are not in sym- ple in various ways until the situation repathy with independence. You must not turns to a normal state. If you are not
work for mass conversions where there is willing to do that then I would suggest
no change of heart. We have no question •*• that instead of 'Profess, Practice, and Propogate' as suggested in the Committee it
should be 'Belief, Worship, and Preach".
The missionary then asked if missionaries
I Met the Master
could be tolerated or welcomed in the New
India. He replied, "If they take the atti" / had walked life's way with an easy
tudes I suggest they will not only be weltread,
comed, they will be welcomed with gratiHad followed where comforts and pleatude for what they have done and will do."
sures led,
Until one day in a quiet place
Maulana Abul Kalam Azad, a Muslim
I met the Master face to face.
and the gracious head of education in the
Central Government, when asked if misWith station and rank and wealth for my sionaries could be tolerated or welcomed
in the New India replied, "Do not use the
goal,
Much thought for my body but none for word 'tolerate' there is no thought of that,
you will be welcomed. There is no point
my soul,
at issue with the missionaries except at one
I had entered to win in life's mad race,
point: at the place of mass conversions
When I met the Master face to face.
where there is no real change of heart. We
I met Him and knew Him and blushed to believe in the right of outer change where
there is inner change, but when masses are
see
That His eyes full of sorrow were fixed on brought over without any perceptible spiritual change, then it arouses suspicions as
me,
And I faltered and fell at His feet that day, to motives. You will be welcomed grateWhile my castles melted and vanished fully for what you have done not only in
India but in other parts of the world such
away.
as the Near East."
Melted and vanished, but in their place,
The missionary then interviewed Mr.
Naught else did I see but the Master s face; Jawaharlal Nehru, the Prime Minister for
And I cried aloud, 'Oh, make me meet
the Dominion of India, who gave the asTo follow the steps of Thy wounded feet.' surance that missionaries who throw themMy thought is now for the souls of men; selves into India and make India their
I have lost my life to find it again,
home will be welcome.
E'er since one day in a quiet place
There is no trouble in our Mission Field.
I met the Master face to face."
All is peaceful. T«he people on the whole
—From "Victory Poems" are kind and I believe appreciate the missionaries. The Congress Government Officials too are willing to help us all they
concerning the right of the individual to can.
change his faith where it is based on real
We praise God for the opportunities
conviction."
which are ours and which come to us from
This missionary went to Sardar Vallab- many places to serve Him among the peobhai Patel, the strong man of the Congress, ple. It will be necessary for missionaries
and asked him what part the missionaries to adjust themselves to the new conditions,
can do in a new India. He thoughtfully but I believe God who is with and has never
replied, "Let them go on as they have been failed us yet will continue to be with us
going on—let them serve the suffering with according to His Promise, "Lo! I am with
their hospitals and dispensaries, educate you," and will make possible our chances
the poor and give selfless service to the of being true witnesses in these latter days.
people. They can even carry on their
propaganda in a peaceful manner, but let
Christ will be faithful to those who are
them not use mass conversion for political faithful to Him and will espouse their
ends. We want them to throw themselves cause who will adhere to His.—Matthew
in with India and make India their home." Henry.

Christian Citizenship in
a Free India
Anna
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Dayton Mission, 601 Taylor Street, Dayton,
Ohio, William and Evelyn Engle, Mary
Brandt.
God's l o v e Mission, 1524 Third Ave., Detroit,
26, Michigan, Residence 3986 Humboldt
Detroit 8, Telephone, Tyler 5-1470, Harry
Hock, Supt; Catherine Hock; Edith Toder;
Mary Sentz; Leora Kanode.
l i f e l i n e Gospel Mission, 224 Sixth St., San
Francisco 3, Calif., Mission Home 311 Scott
St. Zone 17. Telephone, UNderhill 1-4820
Harry and Katie Buckwalter; Evelyn Frysinger; Erma Hoke.
Messiah Lighthouse Chapel, 1175 Bailey St.,
Harrisburg, Penna. Joel E. and Faithe Carlson; Anna Mary Royer; Anna E. Wolgemuth.
Phone 26488.
Orlando Mission, 1712 Cook St., Orlando, Fla.
Telephone 4312, Charles and Myrtle Nye;
Docia Calhoun.
Philadelphia Mission, 3423 N. Second Street,
Philadelphia, Penna. William and Anna
— Rosenberry; Anita Brechbill; Alice Romberger.
Stowe Mission, Stowe, Pa., John A. and Emma L. Climenhaga; Ruth Keller.
Welland, 36 Elizabeth Street, E. Welland, Ont.,
Glenn and E r m a Diller; Pearl Jones. Phone
3192.

FOREIGN MISSIONARIES
Africa
General Superintendent: Bishop and Mrs. H.
H. Brubaker, P. O. Box 711, Bulawayo, So.
Rhodesia, South Africa.
Matopo Mission: Elder and Mrs. Charles Eshelman, Eld. and Mrs. Roy H. Mann, Sr. Elizabeth Engle, Miss Mary C. Kreider, Miss
Verda Moyer, Miss Fannie Longenecker, Matopo Mission, Bulawayo, So. Rhodesia, South
Africa.
Mtshabezi Mission: Elder and Mrs. L. B.
Sider, Elder and Mrs. D. B. Hall, Mrs. Naomi
Lady, Miss Martha Kauffman, . Miss Annie
Winger, Miss Anna Wolgemuth, Miss Lula
Asper, Mtshabezi Mission, P. B. 102M, Bulawayo, So. Rhodesia, S. Africa.
Wanezi Mission: Elder and Mrs. Albert Brenaman, Elder and Mrs. Arthur Climenhaga,
Miss Florence Hensel, Wanezi Mission, Filabusi, So. Rhodesia, S. Africa.
Macha Mission: Elder and Mrs. Bert Winger,
Miss Edna Lehman, Miss Ruth Hunt, Mrs.
Verna Ginder, Macha Mission, Choma, North
Rhodesia, South Africa.
Sikalongo Mission: Elder and Mrs. David
Climenhaga, Miss Anna Eyster, Miss Rhoda
Lenhert, Sikalongo Mission Choma, Northern
Rhodesia, South Africa.

India
Saharsa: O. & T. Ry., Bhagalpur Dist., India.
Sr. Anna Steckly; Sr. Leora Toder, Sr.
Shirley Bitner and Sr. Erma Hare.
Madhipura Mission: Dauram, O. & T. Ry., India, Sr. Erne Rohrer and Sr. .Beulah Arnold.
Barjora Mission: P. O. Tribenkganj via Supaul, O. & T. Ry., India. Eld. and Sr. William
Hoke and Sr. Emma Rosenberger.
Mission House: Monghyr, E. I. Ry\, India.
Eld. and Sr. George Paulus.
Missionaries on Furlough
Eld. Charles Engle, 660 E. Arrow Highway
Upland, Calif.
Miss Kathryn Wengert, R. 1., Jonestown, Pa.
Eld. & Mrs. Elmer Eyer, 579 Third Ave., Upland, Calif.
Sr. Emma Frey, 256 F. St., Upland, Calif.
Sr. Anna R. Engle, Mt. Joy, Pa.
Sr. F. Mabel Frey, 256 F. St., Upland, Calif.
Bish. & Sr. A. D. M. Dick, 2001 Paxton St.,
Harrisburg, Pa.
Sr. B. Ella Gayman, 2001 Paxton St., Harrisburg, Pa.
Eld. & Sr. W. O. Winger, Grantham, Pa.
Eld. and Mrs. Allen Buckwalter, 338 N. 6th
Ave., Upland, Calif.
Miss Mary Brenaman, Pleasant Hill, Ohio.
Elder & Mrs. J. Paul George, R. 1, Troy,
Ohio, % Harold Rohrer.
HOME MISSIONS
City Missions
Altoona Mission, 613 Fourth Ave., Altoona,
Penna. (Residence—1009 Rose Hill Drive)
Herman G. and Laura Miller.
Buffalo Mission, 25 Hawley Street, Buffalo 13,
N. Y., Phone GRant 7706, Arthur and Wilma
Musser; Anna Henry.
Chicago Mission, 6039 Halstead., Chicago
21, 111., Phone Wentworth 7122., Sarah Bert,
Supt. Emeritus; C. J. Carlson, Supt. and
Pastor; Avis Carlson; Alice K. Albright;
Anna Margaret Friesen; Ruth Hunsberger.
Christian Fellowship Mission, 370 F i r s t St.
S. E., Massillon. Ohio; Phone 4169, Eli H.
and Lydia Hostetler; Doris Rohrer.

Rural Missions
Canoe Creek Mission, Hollidaysburg, Penna.
Hayden .Walls, Pastor; Beulah Lehman,
Florence Faus.
Farmington, New Mexico, Lynn and Elinor
Nicholson; Rosa Eyster.
Houghton Mission, Tillsonburg, Ont., Phone—
Glen Meyer 22R14, Thomas Whiteside, Pastor; Myrtle and Ruth Steckley, Luella Heise.
Kentucky—Harold Wolgemuth, Supt.
Fairview (Ella, Ky.) Esther Ebersole; Esther Greenawalt.
Knifiey (Knifley, Ky.) Irvin and Dorothy
Kanode; Mary Heisey, Nurse.
Garlin (Garlin, Ky.) Harold and Alice
Wolgemuth; Ida Lou Hane; Elizabeth
Hess, Nurse. (Imogene Snider, on leave of
absence for rest)
North Star Mission, Meath P a r k Station, Saskatchewan, Earl and Ellen Brechbill.
Carroll and Pulaski County, Allisonia, Virginia
Paul Wolgemuth, Supt., Ruth Wolgemuth;
Edith Davidson.
LOVE FEASTS
Indiana l o v e Feast
Garrett, Indiana, Sat. & Sun
Kentucky l o v e Feasts
Grassy Springs, Sat. Eve

Nov. 8-9
Nov. 8

Ohio l o v e Feasts
Valley Chapel, Sat. & Sun
Nov. 8, 9
Sippo Valley, Thanksgiving Meeting ....Nov. 27
Pennsylvania l o v e Feasts
Mt. Pleasant, evening
Nov. 29
1 m—

i

.

RADIO BROADCASTS
C.K.P.C., Brantford, Ontario
1380 Kcs.
"Brethren in Christ Hour"
Each Sunday 2:00—2:30 P. M.
W.M.P.C., Lapeer, Mich.
1260 Kcs.
First Thursday of every month
11:30 A. M.-12:30 P.
Every Tuesday—transcription
3:30 P. M.-3:45 P.
K.O.C.S., Ontario, Calif. 1510 KCB.
Each Sunday
5:30 P. M. to 6:00 P.
W.C.H.A., Chambersburg, Pa.
800 Kcs.
"The Gospel Tide Hour"
Each Sunday
7:30—8:00 A.

M.
M.
M.
M.

EVANGELISTIC SLATE
Dayton Mission, Ohio
Oct. 26 to Nov. 16
Evangelist, Eld. Donald Heer
Chestnut Grove, Ohio
Nov. 23 to Dec. 7
Evangelist, Eld. Donald Heer
Fairland, Pa.
.Nov. 2-16
Evangelist, Eld. Charles Rife
Mechanicsburg, P a
Nov. 23
Evangelist, Bishop Luke Keefer
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Oct. 26—Nov. 16
Evangelist, Eld. William Lewis
Martinsburg, Pa
Nov. 30
Evangelist, Eld. E. J. Rohrer
Pequea, Pa
Nov. 9
Evangelist, Bishop Charlie B. Byers
Woodbury, Pa.
Nov. 2
Evangelist, Eld. Paul W. McBeth
Rosebank, Blair, Ontario
Nov. 2-16
Evangelist, Eld. Henry A. Ginder
Pleasant Hill, Ohio ...*.
Nov. 30—Dec. 14
Evangelist, Eld. Henry A. Ginder
Pairview, Englewood, Ohio
Nov. 23—Dec. 7
Evangelist, Bishop Edward Gilmore
Thomas, Oklahoma
Nov. 2-23
Evangelist, Eld. Isaac Kanode
Maytown, Pa
Nov. 2
Evangelist, Eld. Alvin Burkholder
Philadelphia Mission
Nov.30—Dec. 14
Evangelist, Eld. Isaac S. Kanode
Fairland, Pa
Nov. 9-23
Evangelist, Eld. Wesley Martin
Boyle, Ontario
Nov. 30—Dec. 21
Evangelist, Bishop Henry Schneider
Chino, California
Nov. 2-16
Evangelist, Eld. H. W. Landis
Locust Grove, Pa
Nov. 23—Dec. 7
Evangelist, Eld. John H. Martin
>
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BIBLE CONFERENCE
The Annual Bible Conference of the
Bethany Church, Thomas, Oklahoma will
convene November 20-21, 1947.
This is an open invitation.
SUNDAY SCHOOL CONVENTION
The annual Pennsylvania State Sunday
School meeting will convene a t the Manheim, Pa., Brethren in Christ Church on
Thanksgiving Day, November 27.
—

Births

FOREIGN MISSIONS JUBILEE
ANNIVERSARY BROCHURE
To Interested Friends,
It is proposed to publish a brochure of
about thirty pages, giving in picture and
word the progress of the foreign missionary
work of the Brethren in Christ Church in
Africa during the past fifty years. The
brochure will be published in Rhodesia and
it is hoped to have it available in time for
the Jubilee Anniversary Celebrations in
July 1948.
Feeling t h a t a number of our supporters
and friends in the United States and Canada would be interested in securing a copy
of the publication, we are taking this opportunity of bringing the matter before
you. We ask all who would like a copy on
copies of the brochure to write to Miss
Mary H. Brenaman, Pleasant Hill, Ohio,
stating the number of copies desired and
the address to which the brochure should be
mailed. We would ask all who desire copies
of the brochure to write promptly so t h a t
we may know how many to publish. As the
amount ordered will largely determine the
number published, we would point out t h a t
it may not be possible to fill orders given
later than January 1, 1948.
I t is proposed to finance the publication
by voluntary contributions. The cost of the
brochure is estimated at from thirty-five to
fifty cents ( 35c to 50c per copy). Should
you wish to make a contribution in support
of this project, your contribution will be
gratefully received. All offerings should be
sent to Miss Mary H. Brenaman, Pleasant
Hill, Ohio.
Yours sincerely,
H. H. Brubaker
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• CLOUSE—A son, Roderick Bryon, to Mr. &
Mrs. LaMar Clouse, Nappanee, Indiana, on
Oct. 6.
HOFrEK—A son, Henry Lee Hotter, came
to bless the home of Bro. and Sr. Chester
Hoffer, Manheim, R. R. 1, Pa. on July 12.
KUNTZ—Mr. and Mrs. H a r r y Kuntz are the
parents of a son, Rolland Dee, born Oct. 5.
SIDES—To Bro. and Sr. Murray Sider of
Gorrie, Ontario, a son was born on September
27.
HOOVER—Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Hoover are
the parents of a son, Steven Lowell, born
Oct. 26.

Weddings
MABKMT-HEEE—In the presence of a
large group of relatives and friends gathered
in the Upland Brethren in Christ Church, Miss
Joyce M. Markley and Mr. William Herr were
united in marriage Friday evening, October
17. The ceremony was conducted by Eld.
Elam O. Dohner, assisted by Eld. Riall Stump.
The bride is the daughter of Bro. and Sr.
Preston Markley, Upland, Calif., and the
bridegroom is the son of Eld. and Sr. O. B.
Herr, New Carlisle, O. The couple will make
their home in Upland.
HANE-LOUCKS—On Saturday evening August 16 a t 7:30 o'clock Miss Berneta Loucks,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Loucks, Wakarusa, Ind., became the bride of Daniel Hane,
son of Bro. and Sr. L. D. Hane, New Carlisle,
Ohio.
The wedding took place at the First Christion Church, Wakarusa, Ind. with Rev. Hugh
Hall performing the ceremony. May the blessing of the Lord attend their way.
' STOOPS-T H B TJ S H — Sr. Emma Grace
Thrush, Chambersburg, Pa. became the bride
of Bro. Edwin Stoops, Waynesboro, Pa. on
Saturday evening, September 27 at 6:00 at the
Chambersburg Church. The bride is the daughter of Bro. and Sr. Henry Thrush; the bridegroom is the son of Bro. and Sr. Merle Stoops.
Bishop Charlie Byers, pastor of the bride,
performed the ceremony. He w a s assisted by
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Bishop Samuel Wolgemuth, pastor of the
bridegroom.
May God guide this couple into paths of
peace and blessing a s they travel the road
of Hfe together.

Obituaries
STERN—Sr. Barbara Ellen Stern died at her
home in Martinsburg, Pa., Sept. 25.
She was the daughter of Bro. John K. and
Sr. Fannie Stoner Kauffman and was born Oct.
10, 1863. She was the last surviving member
of her family.
She was united in marriage with Bishop
Isaac H. Stern on March 23, 1891, and he preceded her in death 22 years ago.
Surviving are the following children, Mrs.
Avery Kanode, Edgar Stern, John Stern and
Luke Stern, Martinsburg, Pa., Miss Emma
Stern a t home; Mrs. Shannon Oldham Williamsburg, Pa.; and Oscar Stern, Roaring
Spring, Pa., also thirty-two grandchildren and
six great grand children. One son, Paul, preceded her in death.
Sr. Stern was a faithful member of the Martinsburg Brethren in Christ Church for over
fifty years.
Funeral services were held in the above
named Church Sunday morning, Sept. 28, at
10:30 in charge of Bishop Jesse Oldham assisted by Eld. Andrew Slagenweit and Eld.
Herman G. Miller. Interment in Spring Hope
Cemetery.
WINGER—Levi B. Winger, son of the late
Bro. Benjamin and Sr. Annie Winger was born
Nov. 11, 1869 and passed away Oct. 8, 1947,
aged 78 years 2 months, 27 days.
He united with the Brethren in Christ
Church as a young man of about 25 years of
age to which church he remained faithful to
the end. He was married at the age of thirtyfour to Louisa Gingrich who predeceased
him ten years ago.
To this union were born six children, Ralph
and Clara, Mechanicsburg, Pa.; Pearl and Lydia of Stevensville, Ontario; Harvey of Williamsville. New York; and Stanley of Millersburg, Pa.; also nine grandchildren. Two brothers, Jesse of Wainfleet, Ontario, and Benjamin
of Stevensville, Ont., and one sister, Sr. Sarah
Cline survive. Two sisters preceded him in
death, namely: Sister Barbara Weaver, and
Sister Emma Engle.
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MISSIONARY CONFERENCES
A series of Missionary Conferences will be
conducted at the following churches on the
dates announced.
Mt. Pleasant Church, Rapho District, Pa.,
Nov. 29—Dec. 3. Each evening and all day
Sunday.
Messiah Bible College, Grantham District,
Pa., Nov. 15-19. Each evening' and all day
Sunday.
BIBLE

CONFERENCE

Convening at 7:00 o'clock Saturday evening, November 8, a Bible Conference will
be held at the Mastersonville Brethren in
Christ Church and last all day Sunday.
A revival campaign will begin at the
same place Sunday evening, November 9.
HOMECOMING

SERVICE

Love Feast and Homecoming services will
be held at the Christian Union Church, Garrett, Indiana, Saturday afternoon and evening and all day Sunday, November 8-9.
This is an open invitation.
WORD FROM THE ORIENT
Word has been received this morning
(October 30) that Eld. J. W. Hoover arrived
in Shanghai, China, on his way to the
Philippines.
ONTARIO BIBLE SCHOOL
HOMECOMING
The first annual Homecoming of the Ontario Bible School will be held all day, beginning a t 9 A. M., November 9.
Special Features:
Guest speaker
Bishop E. J. Swalm
Music by former and present students
Panel Discussion on topics of vital interest
Please inform the school in advance if
you plan to spend the weekend with them.
Funeral service was conducted at the home
of Jesse Sider, his son-in-law and a t the Bertie
Church by Elder Wm. Charlton, assisted by
Elder Warren Winger and Elder Edward Nigh.
Text (II Tim. 1:10 and I Cor. 15:54). Interment in the Bertie Cemetery.
KEEFOBTS—Mrs. Grace Steigerwald Keeports, daughter of Edward and Emma (Sleighter) Pugh was born near Chambersburg,
Franklin Co., Pa., November 9, 1871. She
passed to her reward September 12, after a
brief illness, aged 75 y e a r s ' 10 months and 3
days.
On April 2, 1893, she was married to Henry
P. Steigerwald of the Richland and Ashland
District, Ohio. Three years later she with
her husband were converted under the ministry of Bishop John Stump of Indiana. They
then united with the Brethren in Christ
Church.
In the year 1901, Sr. Steigerwald and her
husband went to the South African Mission
field of the Brethren in Christ Church. They
labored together on this field for 27 years,
Bro. Steigerwald then serving as generel superintendent of the African field. Bishop
Steigerwald was called higher from the African field. Sr. Steigerwald returned to America in 1930 and spent some time with her people in Ohio.
On December 9, 1931, Sr. Steigerwald entered the Messiah home. In April, 1934 she
was married to Bro. David Keeports. After
one month Bro. Keeports was called to his
rest. Sr. Keeports remained a guest in the
Messiah home until her death. Sr. Keeports
leaves to mourn her departure, one brother,
H. F. Pugh, St. Petersburg, Florida, and six
sisters: Mrs. "Wm. Sheier, Marion, Ohio; Mrs
Edith Keller, Mansfield, Ohio, Mrs. B. F.
Staufer, Marion, Ohio; Mrs. L. E. Shrech, Shelby, Ohio; Mrs. Olive Foracker and Mrs. Bonecutter of Marion, Ohio. There are several
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stepdaughters and many nieces and nephews,
also a host of friends.
Funeral services were held September 15,
from the Messiah Home Chapel, Harrisburg,
Pa. The opening Scripture (II Cor. 4:8 to 5:1)
was read by Bishop Irvin W. Musser, prayer
was offered by Eld. Graybill Wolgemuth, and
music was rendered by the Messiah Bible College Quartette. The funeral message was delivered by Bishop Lester Myers, (Text Mark
14:8) followed by Bishop C. N. Hostetter, Sr.
Tne closing prayer was by Eld. Walter Winger. Pinal resting place—Edensville, Franklin
Co., Pa.
LEIG-HOW—Mrs. Elizabeth Welliver Leighow was born at White Hall, Montour County,
Pa., May 27, 1861 and passed to her reward
September 28. Sr. Leighow's husband and
several children preceded her in death.
There are left to mourn her departure, two
sons, Amos V. and Benjamin Leighow, both of
Danville, Pa., and one sister, Mrs. A. J.. Hile,
two brothers Jacob and Samuel Welliver of
White Hall, Pa., also a number of grandchildren, Allentown, Pa.
Sr. Leighow was converted in her young
years and united with the Baptist Church at
Northumberland, Pa. In 1934 she transferred
h e r membership to the Brethren in Christ
Church, Montoursville congregation.
For the past eight years Sr. Leighow was a
guest of the Messiah home, Harrisburg, Pa.,
from which place she entered her rest. She
selected her text ( I I Timothy 4:6-8) and also
these Hymns. "We Are Going Down the Val, ley" and "Zion's Hill."
Funeral services were held from the Brethier's Funeral Home, Turbotsville, Pa., conducted by Eld. Henry F r y of the Messiah Home.
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With the Church
in the city and an epidemic of
On the Foreign Field grims
cholera. Many Muslims die while on this
Note to Editor: Word was received this
morning (October 3) that Allen and Leoda
Buckwalter were leaving Calcutta October
2 on furlough to America. Their letter was
dated September 21.—H. W. B.
JUST ARRIVED IN BOMBAY
"Behold I send an angel before thee, to
keep thee in the way, and to bring thee
into the place which I have prepared." Ex.
23:20.
"He was better to me than all my hopes,
He was better than all my fears;
He made a bridge of my broken works,
And a rainbow of my tears;
The billows that guarded my sea-girt
path
. But carried my Lord on their crest;
When I dwell on the days of my wilderness march
I can lean on His love for the rest."

That the Lord has been "better to me than
all my hopes" has been more than mere
words in the five weeks since farewells were
said in New York. Illness prevented father
and mother from being there, but I was so
grateful for all who did share in that farewell song, "God Be With You Till We Meet
Again." The blessing of Bishop Dick's prayer and the song lingers yet.
We went aboard ship about 5 P. M. and
at 10:30 P. M. on August 30 the S. S. Flying Clipper moved away from the pier in
East River and the first part of the voyage
to India was begun. The Atlantic was very
quiet and the days spent on it uneventful
and restful. On Sept. 8th we passed Gibraltar and entered the beautiful, blue waters
of the Mediterranean Sea, likewise very
peaceful. We were nearer the African
coast and could only see the Rock of Gibraltar in outline. Tangiers was in plain view.
We docked at Alexandria in the afternoon
of September 14. In company with Dr. and
Mrs. Swanson, missionaries returning to
Assam to retire, I went ashore that evening.
Though we had desired to attend church
there on Sunday we decided against it after
our experience Saturday night. It was ilHALE—Mrs. Mina Roland Hale, widow of
Charles Hale, was born February 24, 1891 and legal to change American money we were
passed away September 30, at Mansfield Gen- told, and the atmosphere seemed to carry
eral Hospital, Mansfield, Ohio.
an anti-American spirit. Two English
She is survived by a son, Clayton R. Hale of churches that we saw had guards on duty
Mansfield, a daughter, Mrs. Ed Groff of Pa- 24 hours a day. Leaving Alexandria on
vonia, Ohio, and three brothers, Charles, Ivan,
the fifteenth we entered the Suez Canal the
and Edward Roland.
Funeral services were held Thursday after- following morning. The many fishing boats
noon in Mansfield with Bishop M. L. Dohner at Port Said, some coming in after a night
officiating. Interment in Windsor Cemetery.
of fishing and some preparing to go out,
While on her sick bed she prayed for some- made us think of Jesus and his disciples by
one to visit her and was then gloriously saved. the Sea of Galilee. Some were washing their
Although bedfast for a number of years she
has a constant clear-ringing testimony and nets and we desired for these, as those fishwas a blessing and inspiration to all who ermen of old, that they might become fishvisited her. Her death was triumphant as ers of men.
was her life.
We left the canal that some evening after
an uncomfortably warm day. Pox holes in
the desert sands and artillery bases along
Never mind where your work is. Never the canal reminded us of the recent world
mind whether it be visible or not. Never conflict. For the most part it was seemingmind whether your name is associated with ly endless desert with clumps of trees ocand small settlements. There were
it. You may never see the issues of your casionally
a few cattle and camels seen. The Red Sea
toil. You are working for eternity. If was extremely hot and humid and most of
you cannot see results here, remember that the crew and passengers had cots on deck
God does see; and if you are faithful now, for the night. Cargo was discharged _ on
lighters in the Jeddah harbor five miles
your works will follow you. And so do from the dock. Jeddah is the port for Mecyour duty, and trust in God.—Alexander ca, and this being the time for Muslim pilgrimage there were hundreds of pilMacLaren.
BULLOCK—Henry Bullock was born in Ontario on March 17, 1875, and died in a Prince
Albert hospital on October 8, having reached
the age' of 72 years.
Mr. Bullock came to the province of Saskatchewan and homesteaded near the hamlet of
Chamberlain in the year 1909. In 1928, he removed to the Chesley district near Paddockwood where he lived the remainder, of his life.
By trade he was a carpenter and enjoyed the
reputation of being a very good one. He was
also known for being helpful to some less
fortunate than himself, sometimes sending
them fuel and food.
' He. is survived by one sister living in Ontario, and two brothers-in-law, Mr. George
Olds, Kitscoty, Alberta, and Mr. Irvine Fletcher, of the province of Ontario. Also surviving are several nieces and nephews.
For the past number of years Mr. and Mrs.
Everette Jones made a home for him and
cared for him during his illness. For the past
few years he was in ill health. A few years
ago Mr. Bullock indicated that he had made
his peace with God. We leave him with God
with a measure of hope.
Funeral services were held in the English
Church at Paddockwood, conducted by Elder
E. D. Brechbill, superintendent of the North
Star Mission of the Brethren in Christ Church.
Burial was made in the Paddockwood cemetery.
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pilgrimage, and for many it takes their life
time saving to make the trip. The government exacts a fee of forty pounds or about
$160 plus a landing fee of five dollars from
every pilgrim, and they come by the thousands without food and no accommodations
to speak of. We saw a ship aground on a
reef in the harbor which we were told was
a French ship bringing 2000 pilgrims to
Mecca before the war. It caught fire in the
harbor and 600 of them sat down, refusing
to move, saying that it was the will of AlJ a h that they die there and they did burn
""to death. Are we that loyal to our faith?
The darkness which was both felt and seen
here and at Alexandria, brought an oppression that was relieved only by the knowledge that the power of God is able to enlighten such benighted souls and dispel even
so great darkness. "But God" has come to
me again and again. That, either they
haven't had the gospel or they have rejected
it, is so apparent.

Favorable currents hastened our journey
across the Arabian Sea, and the lights of
Bombay appeared the evening of September
25, one day earlier than the time designated
when we left New York. About 9:45 P. M.
we anchored in Bombay harbor to await
morning. With morning also came the news
that the docks were full and it would be five
days at least, perhaps a week or ten days
before we could dock. The passengers, however, was taken ashore in a launch the afternoon of the 26th. According to information given on shipboard my baggage
could be handled by an agent and I would
be free to proceed to Saharsa. A representative of the American Express Company
met me at the dock, helped me through
customs and sent me on to the Express and
Inter Mission Business office where I learned that it is impossible to ship baggage unaccompanied and therefore necessary to remain in Bombay until the ship docked. From
there I went to the W.D.C.S. Home where
previous arrangements had been made for
lodging. Also at the Home were a Swedish
missionary who had arrived by plane from
Stockholm two days previously and a
Methodist missionary who is waiting passage to America. Through their kindness I
was able to get around the city and do some
necessary shopping for the train journey
yet ahead.
Both Sundays we have attended an English service in the Taylor Memorial Methodist Church not so far from here. Yesterday
was World Wide Communion Sunday and
Holy Communion was given last night in
the service. About 50 European and Indian
Christians participated in the service. Two
Indian girls in native dress sang "Break
Thou the Bread of Life."
The monsoon rains are not over yet in
Bombay. There were three or four days
of heavy rains last week with the very humid, hot days following.
The ship did finally dock on Saturday evening, October 4. I hope to get off to Saharsa
via Lucknow in a couple of days. I have
been keenly conscious of the prayers of
God's people and thank God and each one
of you for your continual remembrance of
me before the throne of grace. God does
hear and answer prayer. "He goeth before"
and "knoweth the way that I take." :
Erma Z. Hare
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First Months in Africa
This lovely Sunday afternoon I want to
try to paint some word pictures fori the
"Visitor" readers. As a new missionary
to this land I have, of course, seen a great
many new and interesting and strange
things. I think of several incidents and
scenes which have impressed me very much.
We have now been here on the African
field about eight months. We are becoming,
adjusted to the life and work here; yet
many things seem new to us still. Perhaps
the one thing which impressed me at the
very beginning was the vast magnitude of
the work. As I began to take over my duties I felt I had come to the highest and
biggest mountain in the world. There seemed literally no way over, around, under, or
through it. But then I remembered that
God had called us here and that He had
promised never to leave or forsake us. I
also remembered that He knew how immense it all seemed to me. The knowledge
of these things gave me courage though I
did not see the way through. But I have
proved again and again that "as thy day
so shall thy strength be" is true. God neverl
fails! Now after seven months or more in
the work it still looks very large, but God
is with us.
Since being here at Mtshabezi we have
had occasion to attend several funerals.
Two stand out in my mind. The one was
for an old woman who died at her kraal.
She was the last | wife of an old heathen
man. Lewis was called over to have a service because some relative was a Christian.
When we arrived they had already buried
the body and were just finishing rounding
up the grave and putting brush around to
keep away the animals. Quite a crowd was
present, including some of our Christian
men and women; but for the most part the
group ' was composed of non- Christians.
There was to me a noticeable darkness upon
the faces of the unbelievers. Death is a
mystery and without Christ it is hopeless.
I particularly was- impressed with the hopelessness and helplessness of the old husband. Having lived just a short distance
from the mission all these years he could
not have the excuse of not having heard the
Story. He had rejected and his light had
become darkness and how great was that
darkness!
Then just the other day a new-born baby
died here at the hosiptal. The mother is
a former Mtshabezi girl, having attended
school here. She is now teaching in one of
the outschools. The father is from a Christian home too but is now back-slidden. At
the service for that little one the crowd
was made up of all Christians, with perhaps a few exceptions. The difference in
the atmosphere could be felt. There was
sadness but not the hopeless darkness as in
the former service. The acceptance of the
gospel does make a difference.
Several weeks ago we attended baptismal
and communion services at Shamba II, an
outschool in the Wanezi circuit. A group of
about twenty were led into the water and
baptized while a large crowd of natives
stood about on the banks. UMfundisi Kumalo, the native overseer, assisted Brother
Brubaker in the baptizing. After everyone
had been baptized and before UMfundisi
Kumalo left the water he said, in his pleasing way, to all standing on the banks,
'.'There is still water; come back next year
and be baptized"
Sitting in the service on Sunday afternoon I received a great blessing during the
singing. The room was packed with natives,
most of them seated on the floor. Kumalo,
a blind evangelist was there. The heartiness with which he joined in the singing

told me he was a real child of God. Then School about seven miles away, the Boyle
my mind wandered to heaven and what it congregation, and our own Sunday School.
will be. like when we all get there with A missionary theme was carried throughthese black brothers and sisters. What a o u t , the three older classes using a missionhappy time it will be!" Then we can rest ary course which included a study of Biblifrom our labours and be forever with the cal and present day missionaries. Maps of
mission fields were drawn for seat-work.
Lord! I do not want to miss it!
And so the work goes on. We desire to Memory work from the scriptures was embe faithful to our calling and win souls phasized. Psa. 23, the ten commandments
and favorite chapters were used.
fori the Master.
We feel the Daily Vacation Bible School
Gladys B. Sider
is an effective way of contacting homes not
associated with the church, and is proving
to be a real stimulant to the Sunday School.
A gloom was cast over our congregation
and neighborhood when the only son of
Bro. _ and Sr. Walter Cloke was hit by a
York County, Pa.
On June 14, a tent meeting was started passing motorist and instantly killed in
a quarter of a mile west of Wrightville and front of his home. Gerald was twelve and
continued for over two weeks. Eld. Harry had given his heart to Christ. Let us pray
Brubaker of Mt. Joy, Pa., was our evangel- for this family.
ist. Bro. Brubaker came filled with the
Spirit, and brought forth the gospel mes- Pleasant Hill, Ohio
Lovefeast—Once more auite a large
sage so plain all could understand. As the
meetings continued the interest grew. Chil- group of sisters and brethren gathered at
dren's meetings were held • three times a this place for another Love Feast on Saturday afternoon and Sunday, October 11 and
week.
We were again made to realize how
Sisters Martha Sentz and Eva Melhorn 12.
much our salvation cost, as we commemwere our workers. Over a hundred home orated
the suffering and death of our Lord
contacts were made during their visitations. Jesus Christ.
Bishop W. H. Boyer of DayMuch interest was shown in the children's ton and Eld. Hershey,
returned missionary,
meetings. There was conviction upon the were our guest speakers.
We appreciate
people. A number of hands were raised for the truths which were brought
forth. Our
prayer. One man knelt at the altar and hearts are encouraged to keep true
till Jeprayed through and testified to begin saved. sus comes.
Also a boy knelt at the altar, he prayed
Ordination Services—On Sunday morning
but left unsatisfied; we pray God would
October 12, at the close of the morning
lead him on to victory.
The last night night of the service, the message at our Love Feast, Bro. Irvin R.
children had their service in the little tent. Hoover was ordained to the ministry. May
An altar service was held with the children. the Lord bless him as he endeavors to
Eight children knelt at an altar of prayer. preach the Word by the help of God is our
May God bless these young lives. Seed has prayer.
Elizabeth Thuma
been sown that only eternity will reveal.
May the blessings of the Lord be upon Bro. Manheim, Pennsylvania
Brubaker as he labors for the cause of
Sunday evening, Sept. 28, we were very
Christ.
glad to have Eld. Paul McBeth and the
Florence Mae Lehman
Ambassador Male Quartet give us a most
impressive program.
Wainfleet, Ontario
The church was filled when Bro. McBeth
The eight day camp meeting, again held
in July, was a real blessing to those attend- started sketching the "Journey of Life"
ing. Elders L. Lewis and A. Burkholder while the Quartet sang. His first picture
were the scheduled speakers. The mission- was on the song—"Rock of Ages." It showary day in which Bishop and Sr. A. D. M. ed a sinner merely drifting along while a
Dick, Eld, and Sr. Walter Winger, Sr. Erma great rock was visible close to the side of
Hare, and our Home Mission workers, Sr. the stream.
He then drew another one illustrating the
Diller, Sr. L. Lewis and Eld. Arthur Musser were the speakers was not only educa- song "Let the Lower Lights be Burning."
tional but presented a real challenge. Inter- This was a picture of the lighthouse shinest in these services was not only taken ing out in the darkness. We should all be
by the members of our brotherhood but an • lighthouses. His last picture is why all of
increased interest by those of other local us Christians keep looking forward. The
churches. Christ became more real to many Beautiful city of heaven was portrayed
at an altar of prayer during the evangel- while all present gazed on its splendor. The
istic services at which Bro. Lewis was the Quartet with Sr. Gladys Lehman sang as
a closing number, "Holy, Holy, Holy is
speaker.
Recently a baptismal service was held on what the Angels Sing."
Mary Wenger
the shore of Lake Erie. Six young people,
a husband and wife, three young men and
a young lady were baptized. How encour- Highland, Ohio
The Highland Young People's Society
aging to see those with the promise of
many years before them taking a definite has been having very interesting Bible
Study. Their officers are: Sr. Pauline Herr,
stand for God.
During a week end in August our congre- President; Sr. Treva Engle, Sec.-Treas; and
gation had the privilege of entertaining our Sr. Virginia Engle, Chorister.
On Sept. 14, our subject for the evening
Youth Conference with an enrollment of approximately 220. A real impression for good was "Safe Investments." The first topic,
was made by the fine Christian group in at- "Old Testament Teaching" was discussed
tendance. Bishop A. D. M. Dick and Elder by Sr. Mary Kniesly. "Christ's Teaching,"
Albert Engle were the speakers and brought the second topic was discussed by Sr. Treva
timely messages.
Engle. The third topic, "Paul Invested His
Of interest to our local congregation was Life in Christ" was presented by Bro. Harthe Daily Vacation Bible School held from old Herr. And the last topic, "Some IndiviJuly 21 to August 1. Enrollment was 140 duals Who Did and Didn't Invest Wisely"
with an average attendance of 114. The was led by Bro. Harvey Hoke. We received
children came from our Sunbeam Sunday
(Continued on page fifteen)
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Locke Sunday School Report
C. E. Clouse,
After receiving the "Will you help" call
from our General Sunday School Board a
meeting of the teachers and their assistants
of the Locke Brethren in Christ Sunday
School was called.
Several projects were planned to stimulate new interest in the Sunday School in
this community. The first one was to hold
a Home Coming day for the Sunday
School on Sunday, Oct. 19.
A list of former attendants of the Locke
Sunday School was compiled, and having
designed invitation cards, one was mailed
to each name on the list.
Activities were planned for the whole
day, beginning with the Sunday School

Supt.

hour. The Sunday School and Worship
Hours were combined and those that came
to Sunday School were expected to stay for
a short program and a promotional message by the Secretary of our General Sunday School Board, C W. Boyer of Dayton,
Ohio.
A recognition hour was observed in
which a roll call was made of folk from
various areas who had come back for the
day. People who knew of the early days
of the Locke congregation and Sunday
School were called upon to give historical
details.
Those that came to worship brought
their basket lunches and, these all being
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put together, lunch for all was served in
the basement of the church.
• After the noon meal a singspiration
hour was observed for the young people,
testimonies were heard from those present
who had come to find the Lord in salvation
at the Locke Church, and the Home Coming came to a close with a fine address by
Bro. Boyer on "Parental Responsibilities."
Another of the projects adopted was to
make a survey of our community and se-.
cure an accurate Church and Sunday
School census. Census takers were chosen
and routes assigned. The reports were
tabulated on a printed census Card (a facsimile is reproduced on this page) and
are kept on file for reference.
The results of the survey were gratifying
in that so many homes reported attendance
both at Church and Sunday School, however some homes attend neither. The number of homes contacted was eighty-one
with a total of 297 residents. The reports
reveal that fifty-one do not attend church
or Sunday School.
An airview map of our community was
drawn with the status of each home indicated by a color marking. This map is
posted in the church. Homes where they
do not attend Sunday School were indicated in the color red, suggestive pf the danger in which they stand.
Plans are now made to provide each
teacher and his assistant with the names
of the folk in the community who should
be in his Sunday School class, it is hoped
by this method a number of contacts may
be made with each home.
The .final report of the survey presents
the spiritual needs of our community to
our workers, and we humbly request your
prayers as we pray, labor and strive to
bring these souls to Christ.
1 m*m \

"We Are Hard At It"
C. W. Boyer
This is the word coming from one Sunday School, following receipt of the material from the General Sunday School
Board, announcing the attendance goal of
10,000 for 1947.
We believe this sentiment is typical of
the spirit which is permeating our entire
Sunday school effort at this time. Reports
reaching us from various quarters indicate
that there has been a wide spread response
to the promotional effort sponsored by
the Board. Special efforts are being put
forth, and the Sunday School atmosphere
seems to be charged with a spirit of aggressiveness.
As an example of such efforts, we are
featuring in this issue a report on the Sunday School survey and Homecoming Program at the Locke Sunday School, Indiana,
October 19. It is activities such as these
which show to a Sunday Schol the extent
of its responsibility in the community,
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which put new life and zeal into its work
and workers, and which help to build up
the interest and enrollment of the School.
And it is such activities, followed by a
sustained effort, that will help us reach
our goal for 1947.
Right at this juncture, we would like to
suggest that each Sunday School do the
following: (1) Compute your average attendance for 1946 up to November 1; (2)
compute your average attendance for 1947
for the same period. Use the comparison
of these two figures as the basis for your
attendance efforts for the remainder of
1947. If you are ahead of 1946, capitalize
on this, and try to make the gain as large
as possible. If you are behind 1946, let
this deficit become your challenge, and
resolve to bend every effort to close the
gap before the end of the year.
May your whole School catch the spirit
of "Sunday School enthusiasm," which
springing from the "heart" will employ
the faculties of the "head" and the strength
of the "feet" in the interests of your Sunday School. (See the chorus, "I've Got the
Sunday Schol Enthusiasm," elsewhere on
this page.)
Remember

the goal! "Will

you

help?"

I'VE GOT THAT SUNDAY SCHOOL
ENTHUSIASM
• (To'-Tune: I've Got the Joy, Joy, Joy)
I've got the Sunday School enthusiasm
down in my heart,
Up in my head, down in my feet;
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Sources of Sunday School Growth
Basil

T

HERE ARE CERTAIN sources from which
Sunday school growth comes. Superintendents, in checking their work and taking a backward look through the years,
have listed these sources, and make them
recommendations to other superintendents
wjho would build larger and better Sunday schools.
1. Continual plugging away. Other superintendents say that their growth is due
to keeping everlastingly at the job. Some
call this "hard work." Whatever the superintendent calls it, he must keep plugging away. No work, no growth is a truism in school promotion.
2. Never let things slide. Superintendents realize that things slide only one way,
downward. You can't coast uphill, and
I've got the Sunday School
all over me,
I'll be there next week.

enthusiasm

(We believe the above chorus, which
was introduced at the Locke Homecoming
Program by chorister, Paul Hill, is worth
passing on. You will note that it is easily
adapted to the use of motions, and also
other- last lines may be added; such as,
"I'll be there on time," "I'll bring someone
with me." Notice the practical sequence:
"heart," "head," "feet." That is the way
real Sunday School enthusiasm should
work!)

Miller
if your school shows measurable progress
you will have to push the work.
3. Variety in the school. A dead-level
program is a stagnant one. What draws
one scholar will not interest another, and
if you vary your program you will reach
a larger group. Don't let your program
get in a rut; don't let your teachers become
rutty in teaching methods or your worship
program become marked with the "sin of
sameness."
4. On-time programs. Growing superintendents feel that if their schools are
to progress they must get the scholars out
on time. Hence they emphasize programs
in the opening session that will allure the
scholars to the school early.
"Any school that gets its members there
on time is a growing school," remarks one
superintendent.
5. Prayer.
You can pray a school
through to victory. The praying school is
marked with active teachers and a soulwinning program.
6. Co-operation.
No school g r o w s
through the work of one man, it requires
the active cooperation of the entire staff.
If you as superintendent are not able to
win this unity of action, your school will
merely mark time.
Watch for telltale
marks that indicate your staff is not backing the program. Get the staff to sit in
when you are blueprinting the program
and they will help execute the blueprint.

LAST NAME

CHURCH AND SUNDAY SCHOOL CENSUS CARD
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What Church
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7. Trained workers.
If your small
school would grow into a large one, spend
time in training your workers. Keep this
goal before them constantly.
8. Persistent invitation.
Growing superintendents build their success upon the
idea of continually inviting people to the
school. Never let up on your drive idea,
your contests and your rallies.
9. A worthwhile program.
Says a superintendent, "Give the school something
when they get there worthy of coming to
hear and you will not fail to show progress." Shallow program work backed by
high sounding advertising and promotional
methods will not draw people back to the
school a second time.
10. Keep the school spiritual. A spiritual
program is an active one. Promotional
methods may produce a flurry in the incoming crowd, but a spiritual program
will remake character and establish youth
in their Christian lives.
11. Keep the school friendly.
Don't let
new people come without paying attention
to them. Get your people to shaking
hands, inviting the new scholars to their
homes, and according to these reporting
superintendents your school will grow.
12. Buses used for transportation. Many
growing schools have Realized that if certain people attend they must have transportation, and hence dhey furnish buses for
this purpose, as well as private cars. Some
schools use the street cars for srholar
transportation.
13. Personal work. This is the "eachone-bring-one" idea. Growing schools attribute their success to the fact that they
have not tried to substitute anything for
individual effort in bringing new scholars
to the organization.
14. Cadets or Messengers.
Some superintendents are organizing their younger
groups into cadets or messengers, who
work for the school. They have definite
tasks on Sunday, such as looking after new
people, getting addresses, assisting the superintendent and the teachers, and during
the week they act as messengers to distribute invitations, deliver messages, gather
flowers, etc.
15. Vision. "Ten years ago," writes a
superintendent, "when I was elected to this
job, I had a vision for 500 scholars, and
now we have them. I am believing for
1,000 and I think I shall see that day
come." This is What we mean by vision.
It is foresight linked to hard work in
bringing that vision to pass. You must
dream and then work those dreams into
reality.
"Where there is vision, people nevei
seem to tire of the superintendent's urge to
work harder to make the school grow,"
says a leading superintendent.
16. Diversity of methods for school
promotion. Some superintendents have but
one method of doing a thing, and when
this is worn threadbare there is nothing

._
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else for them to do but to let the school be- school in general. "Each teacher has a recome stagnant. Learn to diversify your cord book with a careful list of graphs
methods if you would build your sq'hool. .which show the class' growth as well as
Learn how to put on contests, how to think that of the entire scthool. Also there is a
up new publicity schemes, how to get a master graph for each division of the
new slant on surveys, how to put pulling school." Such graphs, whatever the plan
power into your programs. Don't throw you use, pictorialize your progress or lack
your old plans overboard just to try some- of progress.
thing new, but test the new to see whether
21. Good organization. "We carefully
it will produce better results than you are organized our school, and then delegated
attaining.
tasks to certain officers and teachers and
17. Follow up methods. "Our success," expected them to carry out their duties."
writes a superintendent, "is due to a con- Too many smaller schools are at loose
stant follow-up of absentees and new peo- ends as far as their organization is conple." I am of the opinion this is the cerned. They seem to be running, but
weakest point in current Sunday school usually everybody gets (or sits) in the
other fellow's way. Build a chart of your
promotion.
officers, and list their particular duties,
rWWWVWVWWI
and let the superintendent serve as steering chairman. Organization simply means
A Morning Prayer
specific tasks for specific workers.
22. Sunday school spirit and enthusWinifred M. Nienhuis
iasm. Spirit is an indefinable something
that can't always be put under the spotAnother day has dawned for me—
light, but it can be sensed where it exists.
Lord, may I live this day for Thee,
It is closely allied with atmosphere, or
That ivhen I kneel to-night to pray,
that peculiar sense which one feels when
My weary heart can truly say
he goes into a school. Some atmospheres
That in each task assigned to me,
are dull, listless affairs, others are slowVve really done my best for Thee—
paced and careless, while others breathe
Dear Master, hear my humble plea!
forth the success feeling. Growing schools
are marked with this latter, wherein whatThrough every little word and deed,
ever is undertaken is carried to a concluHelp me to sow the precious seed,
sion.
That to my Lord I may be true;
23. Spirit of aggressiveness.
Growing
Oh, when I faint, my strength renew,
superintendents have marked their schools
And grant me power in time of need,
with an aggressive spirit. They are never
And, Lord, my faltering footsteps lead—
satisfied when one objective is attained,
Now hear me as before Thy Throne, I
they immediately set forth for a higher
plead!
goal. Goals are used as stepping stones for
—Selected.
higher attainments. They set out a larger
program and work to bring it to pass.
24. Creating the success
atmosphere.
18. Self-sacrificial work on part of
"Nothing
succeeds
like
success,"
write the
membership.
Schools where the membership will assume their part of the school superintendent of a school with more than
load are going concerns. The staff can- six hundred in attendance. If you get peonot do all the work, and unless the staff is ple to attend, the crowd will draw more
able to get the entire membership under people. The success atmosphere is the prothe burden of building a better school, it duct of finishing what you undertake, as
will not show progress. While numbers noted above, and of always carrying
are not always an indication of growth, through any plans you announce. Do the
they at least indicate an increase in size job you set out to do and you will soon
and the fact that there is more material to have the school believing that they can
achieve anything you announce.
work into a better school.
These are the items which leading su19. Record keeping.
Superintendents
are feeling that as their crowd increases perintendents think have been the sources
they must pay attention to their records, of their schools' growth. Mr. Superintendrecords of new scholars, records of absen- ent, if your school is small, that is no
tees, check-up records, and similar items. reason for its always remaining in the
Many a scholar has been lost to the school swaddling-clothes class. Try these various
because there was no record kept of his plans. They will fit your group. Work
case. In many instances no one even kept at your task, and you will see your school
the scholar's address for a follow-up. growing. Many schools have doubled their
Watch your records if you would build attendance within a year's time, and these
are the methods used to achieve this sucyour small school larger.
cuess.—S. S. Digest.
20. Graphs. One superintendent attributes the growth of his school (which doubled its attendance in 18 months) to the
The wages of sin have never been refact that he carefully graphed his progress
and kept it before his teachers and the duced.
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In The Homeland
(Continued from page eleven)
a blessing from the study. Bro. E. J. Rohrer followed with an inspiring message.
On Sept. 21, we had a special service
when Bishop Wilber Snider was with us and
gave a message on, "The Church." At the
end of his message he gave a few remarks
on the qualifications of a deacon.
On Sept. 28, our subject for the Young
People's Bible Study was "Victory." The
first topic, "The Test of Victory over Sin,"
was discussed by Sr. Annabel Engle. The
second topic, "The Test of Love One for
Another" by Bro. Levi Rohrer. The third
topic, "The Test of Assurance," by Sr. Mildred Kniesly. The fourth topic, "An Effective Prayer Life," by Sr. Elizabeth Hoke.
We were benefited by the many truths that
were brought forth by each speaker.
We had a short message by Bro. Harold
Herr. His subject "A True Christian."
The Young People's Society gave $50.00
for a Medical Missionary Student.
The group is small, but we feel the Lord
is in our services and our desire is to keep
pressing on.
Treva Engle
Mt. Rock, Pennsylvania
On Sunday, October 5, in the Mt. Rock
Brethren in Christ church the thirty-fourth
annual Sunday School Convention of the
North Franklin and Mowersville-Greensprings districts convened. Our guest
speakers were Eld. Paul McBeth, Elizabethtown, Pa. and Bro. J. P. Heisey, Miflersville,
Pa.
Bro. McBeth's morning sermon was a
challenging message to the youth, "He shall
not fail:-" His evening message gave the
duty to parents and Sunday School teachers, "Reaching the Boys and Girls.
Bro. Heisey led the Sunday School Workers forum: Merits or Demerits of Visual
Aid and Handwork. This was well discussed by the group. We enjoyed having these
faithful servants of the Master with us.
May God bless them for their labor.
On Saturday evening, October 11, in the
Mt. Rock church, The North Franklin district held its annual fall Communion Service. The service was very sacred, and all
who attended could have said "It was good
• to have been there."
Sippo Valley, Ohio
Beginning Sunday evening, Sept. 15, and
continuing until Sunday evening, Sept. 28, a
Revival meeting was held in the Sippo Valley Church west of Massillon, Ohio, with
Elder Edgar Giles from Ella, Kentucky, as
evangelist.
Bro. Giles gave inspiring and interesting
messages. He told of the necessity of being "Born Again," and of living a God
pleasing life in this sinful world. We were
favored with special group singing from the
Christian Fellowship Mission, Massillon,
Ohio, the County Line Mennonite Church
near Dalton, Ohio, and the Bishop H. P.
Heisey family from Louisville, Ohio.
The attendance was fair, and on several
evenings very encouraging. While we saw
no visible results yet there were those who
were gripped with conviction. We trust and
pray that the convicted hearts will in due
time accept the Lord. A number of the
members testified they were helped spiritually. We praise God for that.
May God richly bless Bro. Giles as he
continues to labor for the Lord in the Kentucky fields and elsewhere.
Eld, Marion Berg
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Remarkable Deliverance
A striking instance of the great importance of knowing, and faithfully obeying
the impressions of the Spirit of the Lord
on the mind is related in an account in the
life of Mary Prior, a minister of England,
who felt it divinely required of her to visit
America in the love of the gospel. She
engaged passage in the ship "Fame," but
when some of her friends learned that it
was a vessel with a very low rating, they
tried to persuade her not to embark in it,
but she told them she was impressed that
it was the vessel she must go in, and it appears that her obedience to that impression
was the means of saving the lives of all
on board.
The vessel sprang a leak, which gradually increased, and the crew had to keep
the pumps going day and night, and they
became so exhausted as to be ready to give
up, but Mary often appeared on deck and
urged a continuance of their efforts, and
she was often engaged in petitioning the
Lord that it might please Him to preserve
their lives, and one of the passengers testified that she was a wonderful woman in
prayer. Mary kept encouraging the sailors
to renewed effort to which they responded,
but it seemed of but little purpose, for
water began to come into the cabins, and
when nearly all hopes of deliverance was
gone, Mary came on deck one morning
with a cheerful countenance and told the
ship's company she had good news for
them, for she had a dream, or vision in
which she was assured they would be rescued that day, and she even told the name
of the vessel that would rescue them, the
"Archibald." Many an anxious look was
cast around for the friendly vessel but for

Locust Grovie, Pa.
A Harvest Meeting was held at the Locust Grove Church on Sunday afternoon,
October 5, Bishop I. W. Musser and Elder
Harry Brubaker were with us for the service. Again we were reminded of God's
blessings to us both spiritually and temporally. There was a season of refreshing
in the things of God. We were also pleased
to have with us for the morning, Elder
Earl Musser, who brought the morning message; his theme was "The Uplifted Christ."
On July 27, our Young People's Society
was pleased to have three students from
Beulah College give us the evening program. Sisters Eva and Ruth Melhorn and
Bro. Eli Christner rendered a typical gospel
team service. The service was greatly enjoyed and we were made to realize more
fully the work done by the College gospel
teams.
Boyle, Ontario
Sept. 3—A carload from here drove to
Vineland to an M. C. C. meeting where interesting talks on relief work were given by
three sisters. They were Arlene Seitzler
who was formerly at the Kitchener relief

quite a while none could be seen. At
length, however, a ship was seen in the
distant horizon, and Captain Macy, seeing
their signal of distress, came and rescued
all on board. As soon as Mary Prior landed at Chestnut street wharf in Philadelphia, .
although it was raining, she knelt, surrounded by the sailors and others, and returned thanksgiving and praise to the Lord
for their deliverance. She petitioned for
a divine blessing upon the captain that
rescued them, upon her family at home,
and that all her religious service in America might be directed by the Lord.
A young nobleman was a passenger on
die ship Fame, and although he was irreligious, he became attached to Mary Prior,
and the next day after their arrival he attended his first religious meeting, and Mary
Prior preached on the subject of the Prodigal Son, which he took to himself, and
that afternoon visited her at her lodging,
and wept much. Perhaps she was not only
instrumental in saving him from a watery
grave, but also, from a sinful life.
As the friends and relatives of Mary
Prior did not hear from her as soon as
they expected, they were much concerned
about her, but Samuel Alexander, v in a
meeting for worship, expressed his belief
that she was safely landed in America, yet
soon there came a report of the loss of the
ship Fame, and the conclusion was that
all on board were lost, which caused Samuel Alexander much distress, fearing he
was under a delusion when he expressed
what he did, but next day a letter from
Mary Prior gave the news of their safe
arrival.—The Rural Messenger.

center and then went to Switzerland where
she contacted the German people; Sr. Viola
Winger, sponsor of M. C. C. clothing centers, and Sr. Clara Snyder who has charge
of the Kitchener work.
Sept. 9—At our regular prayer meeting
Bro. Charles Cook, Delisle, Sask., gave a
talk on the work in the Western field.
Sept. 13-14—Our Fall Love Feast. We
enjoyed a season of refreshing as our visiting Brethren, Bishop Gilmore, Bro. Charles
Cook and Bro. Percy Cassel faithfully
brought truths from God's Word. And as
we commemorated the death and suffering
of our Lord, our hearts rejoiced. On Sunday morning our Bishop received four
young people into church fellowship, namely: Sr. Audrey Miller, Sr. Donna Crowe, Sr.
Blanche Horton and Bro. Arthur Traver.
The same afternoon about a hundred people
gathered on the shore of Lake Erie to witness the baptismal scene where our pastor,
Eld. Marshall Winger, conducted the baptismal service. May these young hearts be
surrendered to the will of God and let their
lights shine in this world of sin and darkness.
Sept. 28—Bro. John Patfield

and Bro.
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Robert Osborne, Nottawa District, worshipped with us at our evening service. The
message from Revelation which Bro. Patfield gave was enjoyed.
Cedar Springs, Pennsylvania
On Easter Sunday, five children were
publicly dedicated to the Lord by their parents. This was an impressive service conducted by Bishop H. S Miller and Elder. W.
E. Bohen.
Sometime ago The Visitor published a report of a Sunday School held in a trolley
car. The Brethren of Cedar Springs felt
the need of a largen and more permanent
place of worship in this community.
Good Will Chapel was dedicated Sunday
afternoon, May 18. Eld. Stephen Heisey
preached the Dedicatory Sermon and Bishop
H. S. Miller offered the Dedicatory prayer.
Sunday School is held in this chapel each
Lord's Day, the work being in charge of
Bro. and Sr. S. B. Whitesel. A Gospel service is also held every two weeks in the evening at this place. This is a needy com*
munity and may Good Will Chapel be placed on your prayer list.
A Women's Missionary Prayer Circle has
been organized at Cedar Springs. We feel
it a privilege to have a share in Missions in
this way. We also realize it brings its own
rewards in increased interest for the Mission cause of the Church.
In the interest of Relief, the Sisters of
various Young People's classes have organized a sewing circle. They have been
working on three complete Layettes which
are to be sent overseas in the near future.
Sunday, August 24, was the Ordination
Service for Bro. and Sr. Alfred Whitesel
who were elected by this district to the office of deacon. Bishop Miller assisted by
Eld. Stephen Heisey officiated in this service.
Bishop Amos Dick gave a very inspiring
Missionary Message at Good Will Chapel
Sunday evening, September 21. He presented a vivid picture of the present conditions
in India. He also gave some definite prayer
requests for the various phases of the Mission Work there. We appreciate this view
of the field.
M. B. L.
Fairview, Englewood, Ohio
Sept. 4. Time again for our monthly
Missionary Prayer Meeting. We had the
happy privilege of having Eld. and Sr. Elwood Hershey, just home from Africa, with
us. Bro. and Sr. Hershey gave us prayer
requests from Africa. It was very fine to
have news direct from the Mission field.
Sunday evening Sept. 7. Our Young
People's meeting consisted mostly of music.
Bro. and Sr. Joe Bert and Mr. and Mrs.
Dwight Bert of Upland, Calif, were with us.
We are always glad to have visitors stop
over.
On Saturday afternoon, September 13,
we had our District Council meeting. In the
evening was our fall Communion service.
On the following Sunday morning Sept. 14,
there was a dedication service held for Sr.
Erma Hoke who has gone as a worker in
the San Francisco Mission. The following
gave short talks, namely: Eld. 0. U. Herr,
Bro. Dale Ulery and Bishop Wilber Snider.
The offering, taken for Sr. Erma's personal
needs, amounted to $190.00.
Sunday morning, September 21, Eld. and
Sr. ' Elwood Hershey were again with us.
Sr. Hershey gave a talk to the children in
Sunday School. And Bro. Hershey gave the
morning message. In the evening was the
time for our Young People's service reorganization. Elections resulted in Bro.
Byron Wenger, Chairman, Bro. Ralph Brum-
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Relief and Service
Drought Will Bring Hunger
An item was released recently by the Associated Press stating that in the droughtshrunken Danube River at Vilshofen, Germany, there has appeared a large boulder,
previously submerged as long as any inhabitants can remember. The rock, now projecting above the shallow water, bears this
inscription, "When you see this rock, it is
time for weeping and hunger." Local people say the carving must have been done
during some severe drought many years
ago when, as now, crops failed from lack
of rain.
The German population fears the coming winter, and not without justification.
A Caution on Sending Relief Parcels
' The Akron Office has recently received information regarding the sending of Gift
Relief Parcels that we believe should be
passed on to those who have been using this
method of doing relief work.
Sister Lydia Lehman wrote us telling of
a man in Berlin who got the idea that he
might be able to obtain packages from the
United States by writing to the mayors of
certain towns, asking for assistance. Many
of these were small towns, so the letters
were turned over to women's societies. He
succeeded in getting many packages even
though he is not classed with those in need.
Another man was caught selling U. S. addresses to people in Berlin, who were not
needy, but were interested in selling food on
the black market.
These two incidents were discovered in
Berlin. We have many other examples of
similar tactics being used in other parts of
Europe, especially in other areas of Germany. In fact, so many of these cases
have been reported that we felt another
baugh, As't. Chairman, Sr. Grace Herr, Sec.
and Sr. Manjorie Ruth Rohrer, As't Sec, Sr»
Doris Martin, Chor. and Sr. Ruth Wenger,
As't. and Bro. Myron Mann, Treas. May
the Lord bless and have his way with each
member of this society during this coming
year.
The Help One Another Sewing Circle of
Fairview Congregation meets monthly at
the home of one of the members who invites
the group. Each tries to do what he can
to help bestow a little more cheer to the
life of some underprivileged child or adult.
Needle and thread are kept busy on new
material or with the mending of used garments which have been donated by the
members and others. These are packed in
cartons and shipped to the M. C. C., Akron,
Pa., thence overseas. Although much of our
time is spent on things for relief work overseas, some work has been done to give a
lift to folk here at home, too.
Prayer, dinner together, and a short business session are features of the day, also an
offering is taken, with which necessary purchases are made, postage and cleaning bills
taken care of etc.
Some juniors appreciate getting to the
Sewing Circle but because of school they do
not "-have, much opportunity in the winter
time. At present they have a project of
their own. They are making some garments
to send to Germany, and they will send
shoes with them.
Occasionally the Circle is able to draw on
its bank account to nresent a check to help
out some worth -while project or needy sister or family.

News

word of caution should be given to all those
who receive requests from abroad. The need
is great—there can be no doubt about that.
But responding to the requests of those
whom one does not know personally or
whose authenticity of need one has no way
of checking, does not appear to be the most
effective way of meeting this need.
We are deeply appreciative of the fact
that our people here at home are so ready
and willing to sacrifice in order to help alleviate suffering. We know, too, that oun
people are particularly concerned that their
gifts go to needy people. Therefore, we
again urge all who receive letters of request to send them to the Akron Office. We
will check these names against the lists that
we have already sent across and if we find
that this particular name has never come to
us before, it will be forwarded to our representative abroad. This applies particularly to Germany, where with the organization that is now in effect fchere, the circumstances of those who make requests can be
thoroughly checked and assistance given to
them if their needs justify it.
The experience of the past few years in
relief work has made it quite evident that
the most practical way of giving relief is
through the shipment of supplies in large
bulk lots to our own representatives in the
field. They have a first hand contact with
the people and conditions, and will be able
to give aid, not only to needy people, but
to the neediest.
Material Aid Personnel
Ernest Ebersole, of Elizabethtown, Pennsylvania, Paul Hess of Mount Joy, Pennsylvania, and H. Albert Hines of Corn, Oklahoma, have recently taken up the work of
driving trucks which haul MCC material
aid.
We who are so blessed certainly should be
willing to try to help the needy, be it work
or means, be it great or small. Can we
really Honor the cause of Christ as we
should, if we do not help?
Dorothy Kniesly
Chestnut Grove Church, Ashland, Ohio
On Sept. 5, the "Granthamarries" Male
Quartet and Prof. Albert Brechbill were
with us, and rendered a program of sacred
songs and testimonies. This service was
much appreciated by all who heard it.
On Sunday September 21, a Memorial
service was held in memory of Sr. Grace
Steigerwald Keeports who passed away at
the Messiah Home in Harrisburg. She had
lived in this district for a number of years
following her marriage to Bishop H. P.
Steigerwald, a native of this community. A
number of her relatives are living here in
Ohio some of whom attended the service.
Our Bible Studies which are held every
other Sunday night have been quite interesting. The programs have consisted of
special talks, Bible drills, quizzes, memory
work and special music. These "Studies"
are held especially to hold the interest of
the young people. At the same time the
children have a meeting of their own under
the leadership of Sr. Dortha Dohner.
The young people have also organized a
chorus under the direction of Sr. Anna Mae
Kohler. These practices are held on alternating Sunday "nights. The interest has
been quite good and we are planning some
public appearances in the near future.
Ruth E. Dohner

